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THE EFFECT OF TENDON IN DYNAMIC ISOMETRIC A SIMULATION



ON MUSCLE FORCE CONTRACTIONS: STUDY



Arthur J. van Soest,*Peter A. Huijing* and Moshe Solomonowt *Faculty of Human Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; tDept of Orthopaedic Surgery, Louisiana State University Medical Center, New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.A. Ahstrac-Recently, Baratta and Solomonow J. Biomechanics 24, 109-116 (1991) studied the effect of tendon on muscle-tendon complex behavior in cat tibialis anterior (TA) muscle. This was done by determining the relation between neural stimulation and muscle force in a dynamic isometric experiment, both before and after the removal of the distal tendon. From their results, Baratta and Solomonow concluded that in isometric and concentric contractions at mid-range force levels, tendon behaves as a rigid force conductor. This conclusion is in conflict with literature in which several functions are attributed to the elastic behavior of the series elastic element (SEE), of which tendon is the major part. The present study investigates the expected generalizability of their findings, by simulating the experiments using a straightforward Hill-type muscle model. First, model predictions are shown to be in hne with the experimental results on cat TA: in dynamic isometric experiments at mid-range force Ieveis, the effect of SEE removal is indeed negligible. Second, the effect of SEE removal is predicted to vary largely among muscles. Third, the most important determinants of the effect of SEE removal in dynamic isometric contractions are shown to be maximum fiber shortening velocity and the ratio of SEE slack length to fibre optimum length.



INTRODUflION



Muscles consist of two componentsconnected in series:the musclefibers and the tendon, or, more generally,a serieselasticcomponent(SEE).If the SEE wasinextensible,its function wouldjust be to connect the ftbres to the skeleton.In contrast, if the SEE is extensible,its viscoelasticpropertiesmay well influence the dynamic behavior of the muscle-tendon complex as a whole. For excellent reviews of the functionsattributed to SEE elasticpropertiesseefor exampleAlexander and Ker (1990)and Zajac (1989). Severalexperimentalmethodscan beusedto estimate SEE stiffnessand viscosity. Resultsobtained from thesemethodsare reviewedby Proske and Morgan (1987).From theseresultsit is concludedthat viscosity is negligibleand SEE strain (i.e. relative elongation) at maximalisometricmuscleforce isin the order of 24%. Thus SEEbehaveslike a (nonlinear)spring The mostdirect approachto study the effectof SEE on dynamicmusclebehavior isto measurethis behavior in both SEE-presentand SEE-absentpreparations. Such an approach was adopted recently by Baratta and Solomonow(1991).In their experiments, cat tibialis anterior (TA) muscle was stimulated through its nerve, usinga stimulationmethodresult-



ing in sinusoidalvariations of both recruitment and firing rate of motor units.Force exertedby the muscle wasmeasured,while muscletendon complex length was kept constant. Subsequently,the distal tendon was removed and the measurements were repeated. The influenceof tendon wasevaluatedby comparing the relationshipsbetweenthe input (nerve stimulation) and the output (muscleforce) for both conditions.It wasconcludedthat if force ishigherthan 0.25 timesthe maximalisometricforce, tendonbehavesas a rigid conductor of force in isometricand concentric contractions. Theseexperimentalresultsseemto refute generally acceptedideason the role of SEEelasticity.In view of this disagreement,it is unfortunate that Baratta and Solomonowdid not investigateif their experimental resultscan be understoodfrom the commonknowledge of muscledynamicson which theseprevious ideas are based. The aim of this study is threefold. In the first place it will be investigatedif the resultsof Baratta and Solomonow are in agreement with com-



mon knowledgeof the dynamic behavior of muscle fibers and tendons.This will be done by simulating the experiments of Baratta and Solomonow, using a straightforward Hill-type model of cat TA muscle.



Second,thesesimulationswill be carried out for cat soleus and gastrocnemius, in order to obtain an indication to what extent the effect of SEE removal is
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predictedto vary among muscles.Third, the muscle propertiesthat determinethe effect of SEE removal will be identified by analyzing the solution of a linearization of the Hill-type muscle model. 801
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value of WIDTH waschosenso that a closefit was obtained with the sarcomereforce-length relation. Description of the elements of the muscle model Lc~(op~)wascalculatedfrom sarcomerenumbersreThe Hill-type musclemodelusedin this study con- ported by Tabary et al. (1976)and Sacksand Roy sistsof three elements:a serieselasticelement(SEE) (1982),usinga sarcomereoptimum length of 2.8pm connectedin seriesto a contractile element(CE) that (Rack and Westbury, 1969). The concentricforce-velocity characteristic(i.e.CE is connectedin parallel to a parallel elasticelement (PEE). As the PEE plays no role in the presentap- shortening)in the musclemodel is based on Hill plication, it will not be discussedfurther. The SEE (1938): (FCE + a) (VCE + b) = (FMAX + a)b. The diparametersusedin our model are aREL representsall elasticstructuresin seriesto the CE. CE mensionless (a/F,,& and bREL (b/LCEtOpT)). Parametervaluesfor and SEE are assumedto be perfectly aligned. (GAS) were calSEE behavior. Behavior of SEE is governed by cat soleus(SOL) and gastrocnemius a nonlinear force-length relation, describedhere by culated from Spector et al. (1980).For TA relevant a second-orderpolynomial. Parametersdescribing experimentaldata are not known to us; asfiber type this relation are &LACK (m), the maximal length at distribution in cat TA is similar to that in cat GAS which force equalszero, and UMAX(dimensionless), (Ariano et al., 1973).URELand bREL for TA were set the strain at maximal isometricforce. The value for equalto thoseof GAS. In the eccentric part (i.e. CE lengthening),force Uvax is based on quick-releaseexperimentsperformed on muscle-tendoncomplexes(Ettema and approaches~.SFX,,Xas eccentricvelocity goesto inHuijing, 1989).LSLACK wascalculatedby combining finity; furthermore, the value of the derivative ,+o~~j and Umx with values for muscletendon dF/dVc- of the eccentric curve at the point where complex length yielding maximal isometric force VCE= 0 is twice the derivative of the concentriccurve (L~~c(om))reportedby Sacksand Roy (1982),Spector at that point (Katz, 1939). et al. (1980) and Tabary et al. (1976): LsLacx SeeTable 1 for parametervalues.For a more de= (LMTCCOPT) - LcE(oPT)/(~+ UMAX).SeeTable 1 for tailed descriptionof theserelations and the way in parametervalues. whichthey interact, the readeris referredto van Soest CE behavior. Force developedby CE dependson and Bobbert (1993). active state q, CE length LCEand CE contraction velocity VcE.Active state q (dimensionless; between Simulating the experiments of Baratta and Solomonow In termsof the inputsof the modeldescribedabove, 0 to 1) is definedasthe relative amount of CaZ+ ions bound to troponin or, in other words,asthe fraction the experimentsof Baratta and Solomonowcan be of cross-bridgesthat is attached.The dependencyof characterizedasfollows: -STIM(t) varied sinusoidally with frequencies q on neural stimulation STIM (dimensionless; between0 and 1)is modelledasa first-order processas ranging from 0.4 to 6 Hz and with an amplitudethat describedby Hatze (1981).Roughly speaking,q acts resultedin force levelsbetween25 and 75% of maxias a scalingfactor for force in the force-length and mal isometricforce. -LMTC waskept constant. force-velocity curves. -Both in SEE-presentand in SEE-absentcondiIn this study, the CE forcelength relation is described by a second-orderpolynomial. Parameters tion, LMTC wasadjustedin sucha way that &E oscildescribingthis polynomial are the maximalisometric lated around Lc~(op~). In simulationsof the experimentsof Baratta and CE force FMAX (N) and LCE(OPT) (m), the length at which FOX is delivered.WIDTH (dimensionless), the Solomonow, the musclemodel as describedabove third parameterof this relation, is obtained directly wasfurther simplified.First, the activation dynamics from the sarcomereforce-length relation and is not (i.e.the dynamicprocesslinking STIM to q) can beleft muscle-specific. FMAX is irrelevant in the light of the out becauseit is not affectedby SEEremoval. Thus, presentquestion,and set to 1.0 for all muscles.The instead of taking STIM as independentinput and calculatingq from it, q is directly usedasindependent input. For comparability with the experimentaldata, in this study q(t) = 0.5 + 0.25sin(2nft). Second,asno information on the amountof tendon Table 1. Muscle parameter values as used in the simulations of cat tibialis anterior (‘TA),soleus (SOL) and gastrocnemius removedwas provided by Baratta and Solomonow, (GAS) we assumehere that all elastic structures were removed in the SEE-absentexperiments.Under that &ECOPT) Width %EL &L &LACK &AX assumption,VcEis zero throughout, and as a result W (I) (I) k-1) (ml (I) the force exertedis found directly from q: TA 0.060 0.5 0.40 5.2 0.037 0.04 Fcdt) = q(Whcax. SOL 0.038 0.5 0.23 1.1 0.041 0.04 (1) GAS 0.021 0.5 0.40 5.2 0.067 0.04 When q insteadof STIM is usedasthe independent input and Lmc is prescribed,the musclemodel is Dimensions of parameters in brackets (I) indicates dimensionless parameters. See text for definition of parameters. reducedto first order. Using&E asthe statevariable, METHODS



The effect of tendon on muscle force the stateequation to be derived is vCE(t)



=f(JkE(t),



q(t), bTC).



An equationof this form can be obtainedby combining the following relations:
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difference between this sine function and the sine function describingq(t). Linearizing



the muscle model



In order to identify the parametersof the muscle modelthat determinethe effect of SEE removal, the -kE + LSEE = hTC. where FEXT is the force musclemodelis linearizedat the ‘working point’ rep-FCE = FSEE = FEXT, exerted on the environment. resentingthe averagevalue of relevantvariablesin the -SEE force-length relation. simdatious,i.e. & = ,?&(OpT),VCE= 0, q = 0.5.Liu-CE force-length and force-velocity relations. earization resultsin a model consistingof a linear Muscle force is calculatedas a dependentvariable. springin serieswith a lineardashpotthat isin parallel The state equation can be integrated numerically, with an active force-generatingelement.The spring given a starting value for &E and given q(t) and hTC. stiffnessk,, being the slopeof the SEE force-length For detailson the derivation of the stateequation,the relation at the working point defined above, was readeris referredto van Soestand Bobbert (1993). found to be In their article, Baratta and Solomonowpresented their resultsin the form of Bode plots, representing the transferfunction betweenSTJM and force.It must be emphasizedhere that this transfer function does not capture the behavior of the systemunder all circumstances, aswould be the caseif the systemwas linear;dueto the nonlinearity of the system,the transfer function yields a descriptionof the specificconditions of the experiment only. The effect of SEE removal wasestimatedby relating the transferfunction describingthe SEE-presentdata to that describingthe SEE-absentdata. To facilitate comparisonof simulation results to the experimental results,simulation resultsare presentedin the form of transferfunctions aswell. For the SEE-absentcase,the transferfunction can be directly obtainedfrom equation(1).From this equationit is seenthat gain is 1.0(i.e.OdB) and phase shift 0.0in the SEE-presentpreparationis the resultof SEE dynamics.The transfer function for the SEEpresentcasewill be derived from the simulationdata asdescribedbelow. Numerical
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Similarly, the dashpotcoefficientkd is the slopeof the CE force-velocity characteristicat the working point This slopeis discontinuousat the working point; as the concentricrelation is better establishedthan the eccentricone, the slopeof the concentricforce-velocity characteristicwasused,which wasfound to equal k,, =



-



OSFMAX(I



+ ~REL)



&E(OPT)~REL.



(3)
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Valuesof the parametersk, and kd for TA, GAS and SOL ascalculatedfrom the muscleparametervalues are presentedin Table 2. The active elementrepresentsthe influenceof q, and deliversa force equalling q(t) Flax. Note that the CE force-lengthrelationdoes not appear, since the slope of this relation at the working point is zero. Neglecting musclemassand usingspringelongationx asstate variable, the equation of motion of the systemcan be derived from the condition that the springforce mustequalthe sumof the dashpotforce and active force: kdz%= - (Fu~x(O.5 + 0.25sin(2nft) + k,x).



methods



The musclemodel was implementedusing MATLAB (CambridgeControl Ltd, Cambridge,U.K.). The state equation was integrated numerically using a fourth-order predictor, fifth-order corrector, variable step size Runge-Kutta integration algorithm. The integration was carried out over a time period equalto five full sinewaves.To excludeeffectsof the starting value of&E, calculationswereperformedon the secondhalf of the simulation data only. Calculations were carried out for sevenfrequenciesof q, ranging from 0.25 to 16 Hz. To obtain the transfer function in the SEE-presentcase,the amplitude of F(r) asobtainedthrough simulationwascalculatedby taking half of the differencebetweenmaximal and minimalvaluesof F(t). This amplitudewasdivided by the amplitude of q and converted to dB. This approachis valid becauseboth q and forcehave a maximal value of 1.0. The phaseshift was obtained by numerically fitting a sinefunction to F(t) with a frequencyequallingthat of q(t) and by taking the phase



J 2 FMAX



k, =



Transfer functions



(4)



The analytical solution of this equation is readily obtained,whenwritten in termsof force,this resultsin F(t) =



O.&AX



d



sin(zlr/l + arctan( - 22rcf)).



+jqgjy (5) Table 2. Parameter values for the linearized version of the muscle model for cat tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SOL) and gastrocnemius (GAS)



TA SOL



GAS



k (N m-l)



k, (Nsm-‘)



958 859 527



2.24 14.8 6.44



Wk. (4 0.00234 0.0172 0.0122



Dimensions of parameters in brackets. See text for definition of parameters.
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804 RESULTS



In Fig. 1 an exampleof input q(t) and output F(r) as obtainedwith the musclemodelis presented.It shows model resultsfor TA at a frequency of 16Hz in the SEE-presentcase.From this figure, it is noted that a smallphasedifferenceexistsbetweenthe input signal q(t) and the output signalF(t). Due to the value 1.0assignedto Fmx, it is seenfrom equation(1) that q(t) equalsF(t) in the SEE-absentcase.Thus, comparisonof the amplitudesof the signalsin Fig. 1 leads to the conclusionthat a slightlossof amplitudeoccurs in the SEE-presentcase. When the resultsof the simulationsof TA behavior in the SEE-presentsituationarecombinedinto transfer functions,Fig. 2 isobtained.As pointedout earlier, this transfer function actually representsthe effect of SEE removal. For comparison,we alsoshow in this figure the effectof tendon removalascalculatedfrom the experimentalresultsof Baratta and Solomonow (1991)on the basisof their best-fit modelsof ten-



don-presentand tendon-absentdata. With respectto gain,simulationresultsresembleexperimentalresults quite well. With respectto phase,simulationresults resembleexperimentalresultsup to angularvelocities to 50rad s- i. At higherangularvelocities,the effectof removing SEE in the musclemodel is smallerthan found experimentally. In Fig. 3 transferfunctionsfor TA, SOL and GAS as calculated using the musclemodel are presented together with those obtained analytically from the linearizedversionof the modelThe first thing to note is that the effect of SEE removal is predicted to be muchlarger for SOL and GAS than for TA. For TA, the maximallossof amplitude,occurringatf = 16Hz, is a mere4%; for SOL and GAS, 40 and 30% amplitude lossare predictedby the musclemodel.Further note that the transfer function describing the linearizedversion of the musclemodelis in reasonable agreementwith the transfer function describingthe simulationresultsobtained with the original muscle model. Therefore the linearlized model can be used with confidenceto gaininsight into the parametersof the musclemodel that determinethe effect of SEE removal.
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Fig. 1. Active state q (solid) and output force F (dashed) versus timeascalculated withthemuscle modelfor intactcat tibialisanteriormuscle at f= 16 Hz.
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In Fig. 2, the changein transfer function resulting from removal of tendon as observedexperimentally by Baratta and Solomonow(1991)wascomparedto that predictedby a Hill-type musclemodelwith parametervaluesderived from literature. With respectto both gain and phaseshift experimentaland simulation data are closein an absolutesenseat angular velocities up to 50 rad s- i: the effect of tendon removal is small. At higher frequenciesthe model underestimatesthe effect of SEE removal on phase shift. The prime causeof this discrepancyis probably
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Fig. 2. Bode plotsrepresenting change in transferfunctiondueto removalof tendonfor cattibialisanterior muscle, as calculated from the muscle model (solid curves) and as derived experimentally by Baratta and Solomonow (dashed curves). Horizontalaxis:angularvelocity,i.e.frequency of inputq(t),multipliedby 2n. Verticalaxis:(a)(left)change in gainbetween outputF andinputqdueto tendonremoval,expressed in dB; (b)(right)change in phase shiftbetween outputF andinputq dueto tendonremoval,expressed in degrees.
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Fig. 3. Bode plots representing change in transfer functions for cat tibialis anterior (top), soleus (middle) and gastrocnemius (bottom) due to removal of tendon, as calculated from the muscle model (solid) and from the linearlized version of this model (dashed). Horizontalaxis:angularvelocity,i.e.frequency of inputq(t), multiplied by 271.Vertical axis: (left) change in gain between output F and input q due to tendon removal, expressed in dB, (right) change in phase shift between output F and input q due to tendon removal.



that no morphologicaldata were available that allowed estimationof parametervaluesfor the specimensusedin the experiment;rather, parametervalues had to be derived from various sourcesof literature. A secondfactor might be that musclepennation,the quantitative contribution of which dependson fiber angle and intramusculararrangementof fibers and aponeurosis(Otten, 1988; Zuurbier and Huijing, 1992),wasneglectedin this study. However,aspennation angle for cat TA is 7” (Sacks and Roy, 1982) while significant effects occur only for pennation angles exceeding20” (Zajac, 1989),the effect of neglecting architecture is expectedto be negligiblefor cat TA.



A third factor isthat it wasassumed in the simulations that the entire SEE was removed, whereasexperimentally only the distal tendon wasremoved.However, assumingthat only part of SEE was removed would reduce the effect of tendon removal in the simulations,and would thus increasethe difference betweensimulationand experimentat high velocities. Finally, it mustbe realizedthat the force amplitudeat high frequenciesfound experimentally was low, as a result of which estimationof phaselag may have beendifficult at high frequencies.Consideringthese factors,wefeel it isjustified to concludethat the effect of SEE removal predicted from well-known muscle
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propertiesis remarkably similar to that determined experimentally:in an absolutesense,the effectof SEE removalon force output is smallwhencat TA is kept isometricallyand stimulatedsinusoidally. Predicting the effect of SEE remoual for other muscles



To answerthe questionif other musclesare aslittle affectedby removal of SEE, modelcalculationswere performedfor cat SOL and GAS. From Fig. 3 it is clear that the effect of SEE removal is predicted to vary largely betweenmuscles.For GAS and SOL phaseshift and amplitude loss are predicted to be larger than those for TA. In fact, the experimentai approach of Baratta and Solomonow was recently appliedto cat GAS (Roeleveldet al., 1993).Contrary to our prediction, no significanteffect of tendon removal was observed. However, according to Roeleveld(personalcommunication)the amount of SEEremovedin the experimentswasabout O.O2m,at a tendon slacklength of approximately 0.065m. Furthermore, fiber optimum length was estimated at 0.045m. Linear model predictions based on these data are radically different from those presentedin Fig. 3. Firstly, the valueof k,Jk, would become0.0055, rather than the valueof 0.0122reportedin Table 2 (see below). In combination with the reduction in the length of SEE removed,this would reducethe phase shift at 8 Hz from 32” to a mere5”. Similarly, the gain at 8 Hz would becomeas high as 0.98 ( - 0.16dB) rather than the 0.85 ( - 1.39dB) reported in Fig. 3. Thus, if the parameter estimates provided by Roeleveld(personalcommunication)areaccurate,it is not at all surprisingthat experimentally no effect of tendon removalwasobserved.It would beinteresting to perform theseexperimentson a musclefor which a largeeffectwould beexpected,and to combinethose experimentswith accuratemorphometricdetermination of the important muscleparameters. Muscle parameters determining the effect of removal in dynamic isometric contractions



To investigatewhich muscleparametersdetermine the effect of SEE removal, the musclemodel was linearizedand the transfer function of this linearized version was obtained analytically. As the transfer function predictedfrom the linear modelagreesreasonably well with the resultsof the nonlinearHill-type model(Fig. 3), the linear modelcan be usedto determinethe important parameters. From the analytical solution of the state equation of this linear modelasgiven in equation(5), it is seen that the quotient kJk, is all-important. When this quotient is expressedin parametersof the muscle model,we obtain



kc, -= k



namic isometric contractions. The importance of LSLACK/LCE(O~) has been pointed out by several authors (e.g.Alexander and Ker, 1990;Zajac, 1989). The higherthis ratio, the higherthe velocitiesthat the CE will be subjectedto for a given force signal. A higher VcEin turn impliesa moreprominent effect of the force-velocity relation, which is the relation ultimately responsiblefor phaseshift and amplitude loss.Secondly,the effectof tendon removalis seento dependon maximal SEE strain. As a maximal strain equallingzero would be equivalentto an inextensible SEE,it is trivial that a highermaximalstrain resultsin larger effectsof SEE removal. Finally it is seenfrom equation(6) that, roughly speaking,the effect of SEE removal is inversely related to maximal velocity of shortening(actually, VCE(MAX) = bREL/aREL). This dependencyhas not receivedmuch attention in literature. In fact, a high VCE(MAX) makesforce lessdependent on velocity. In other words, a high VcE(MAx) indicatesthat the systemis only slightly damped,as a resultof whichphaseshift andamplitudelosswill be small. In the light of equation (6), cat TA seemsto be located at one extreme of possibilities:a fast muscle with a relatively small Ls~ac~/Lceco~r,, resulting in a very smallvaluefor k,,/k, (seeTable 2). For a muscle at the other extreme,i.e.a ‘slow’musclehaving a large Z,sL.&&u(orr), a value of k,/k, 20 timeslarger than that of TA seemspossible.For such a muscle,the effectof SEEon transferfunctionsmay well besignificant. Generalizing



to other types of contractions



In the experimentsof Baratta and Solomonow, nervestimulationwasthe input, lengthwaskept constant and force wasthe output. For this type of contraction the effectof SEEon cat TA dynamicbehavior is negligible.As indicated by simulationresults,generalizing this finding to other musclesseemshazardous.When generalizingto other types of contraction evenmorecaremust be taken; thereis little reasonto supposethat findingsobtained in dynamic isometric experimentscan be generalizedto other types of contractions. In other words, the conclusionsof Baratta and Solomonowshould not be generalizedto situations wheremuscle-tendoncomplex length is varying. As the ideason the role of SEE elasticity (e.g. Alexander and Ker, 1990;Zajac, 1989)primarily concern nonisometriccontractions,it can be concluded that, in contrast to first impression,the results of Baratta and Solomonowper se are not in disagreementwith generallyacceptedideason the role of SEE elasticity. REFERRNCES
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A number of parametersare seento influence this quotient and thus the effect of SEE removal in dy-
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